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Abstract

In eukaryotes, DNA mismatch recognition is accomplished by the highly conserved MutSa (Msh2/Msh6) and MutSb (Msh2/Msh3) complexes.
Previously, in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we determined that deleting MSH6 caused wild-type Msh2 levels to drop by �50%. In this
work, we determined that Msh6 steady-state levels are coupled to increasing or decreasing levels of Msh2. Although Msh6 and Msh2 are recip-
rocally regulated, Msh3 and Msh2 are not. Msh2 missense variants that are able to interact with Msh6 were destabilized when Msh6 was de-
leted; in contrast, variants that fail to dimerize were not further destabilized in cells lacking Msh6. In the absence of Msh6, Msh2 is turned over
at a faster rate and degradation is mediated by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. Mutagenesis of certain conserved lysines near the dimer in-
terface restored the levels of Msh2 in the absence of Msh6, further supporting a dimer stabilization mechanism. We identified two alternative
forms of regulation both with the potential to act via lysine residues, including acetylation by Gcn5 and ubiquitination by the Not4 ligase. In the
absence of Gcn5, Msh2 levels were significantly decreased; in contrast, deleting Not4 stabilized Msh2 and Msh2 missense variants with partial
function. The stabilizing effect on Msh2 by either the presence of Msh6 or the absence of Not4 are dependent on Gcn5. Taken together, the
results suggest that the wild-type MutSa mismatch repair protein stability is governed by subunit interaction, acetylation, and ubiquitination.
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Introduction
Colorectal cancer is the third leading cause of cancer death in
both men and women in the United States and approximately
147,900 new cases and 53,200 deaths are predicted to occur in
2020 alone (American Cancer Society 2020). Of these, Hereditary
Non-polyposis Colorectal Cancer, also known as Lynch
Syndrome, accounts for roughly one in every 35 cases of colorec-
tal cancer (Lynch et al. 2018). Lynch Syndrome confers a broad
spectrum of cancer susceptibility including colorectal, endome-
trial, ovarian, stomach, small intestine, liver, gallbladder ducts,
upper urinary tract, brain, skin, and prostate and is caused by
mutations that impair DNA Mismatch Repair (Lynch et al. 2018;
Gupta and Heinen 2019; Ryan et al. 2019).

Eukaryotic DNA mismatch repair is initiated when MutS
homologs detect mismatches in the helix during DNA replication,
recombination or upon exposure to DNA damaging agents

(Kunkel and Erie 2005; Reyes et al. 2015). Single base-pair mis-

matches are recognized by MutSa (Msh2/Msh6), larger insertion/

deletion loops resulting from DNA polymerase slippage at micro-

satellites are detected by MutSb (Msh2/Msh3), and single nucleo-

tide insertion/deletion loops are detectable by both MutSa and

MutSb (Acharya et al. 1996; Habraken et al. 1996; Iaccarino et al.

1996; Marsischky et al. 1996; Palombo et al. 1996). Once MutS com-

plexes bind mispaired DNA, they recruit additional factors to ex-

cise and repair the error-containing strand (Hsieh and Yamane

2008).
Mismatch repair enhances the fidelity of DNA replication 100-

to 1000-fold by eliminating single base mismatches and inser-

tion–deletion loops (Kunkel and Erie 2005). Without proper mis-

match repair, DNA accumulates mutations that eventually lead

to compromised genomic integrity. Accordingly, DNA mismatch

repair is an ancient and well-conserved mechanism. To date,
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considerable research has delineated components and mecha-
nisms of mismatch; however, only limited information is avail-
able on how this process is regulated and the degree to which
that regulation is conserved.

Previously, we engineered and characterized a large collection
of MSH2 missense mutations, mostly of clinical origin, using
yeast as a model system and found that half of the defective
Msh2 proteins displayed reduced cellular levels (Gammie et al.
2007). We proposed two potential factors that were likely to influ-
ence Msh2 stability—dimerization (Hayes et al. 2009) and misfold-
ing caused by certain missense substitutions (Arlow et al. 2013).
We hypothesized that the low levels of the Msh2 missense var-
iants could be due to reduced interaction with Msh6, exposed hy-
drophobicity, or a combination of both mechanisms. For the low-
level Msh2 variants, the exposed hydrophobicity appears to cause
a more pronounced instability because the variants are typically
found at levels in the cell that are lower than would be expected
from the loss of Msh6 alone (Hayes et al. 2009; Arlow et al. 2013).
However, dimer stabilization was speculated to be the major reg-
ulatory control for the wild-type protein. In this work, we con-
firmed the dimerization stabilization hypothesis for MutSa and
identified regulatory pathways involved in stabilization and deg-
radation.

Materials and methods
Microbial and molecular techniques
Yeast strains (Table 1) and plasmids (Table 2) were manipulated
using standard microbial and molecular techniques (Ausubel
et al. 1989; Amberg et al. 2005). Primers were synthesized
by Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. (Coralville, IA, USA).
Restriction endonuclease digestions and polymerase chain reac-
tions (PCR) were performed using manufacturer recommended
reaction conditions (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA, USA). The
bacterial strain used for the propagation of plasmids was XL2-
Blue (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA). Plasmid DNA extractions
were accomplished using the Qiagen procedure (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA, USA). Nucleotide sequencing was performed by
Genewiz (South Plainfield, NJ, USA).9

Marker swaps replacing KanMX with HphMX or NatMX were ac-
complished by amplifying HphMX4, or NatMX3 and using single-
step PCR-mediated gene replacement methods (Lorenz et al. 1995;
Goldstein and McCusker 1999). Dominant drug-resistant marked
gene deletions were amplified from strains obtained from the
Yeast Deletion Consortium (Brachmann et al. 1998) and
engineered into W303 strains using single-step PCR-mediated
gene disruption (Baudin et al. 1993; Lorenz et al. 1995). Molecular
confirmation of proper gene replacement was achieved by PCR of
the replacement junctions. Yeast strains were transformed using
the lithium acetate protocol (Amberg et al. 2005).

The creation of MSH2 and the msh2 missense variants into a
GAL10 promoter (PGAL10) high-copy, construct, and the yeast 2
hybrid system was described previously (Gammie et al. 2007).
Site-directed mutagenesis of lysine residues was accomplished as
described previously (Gammie et al. 2007).

Diploids of the yeast 2-hybrid reporter strains expressing
GAD-Msh6 or GAD-San1C279S and the GBD-Msh2 or GBD-Msh2
variants were plated onto selective media lacking histidine, leu-
cine, and tryptophan (–HIS –LEU –TRP) and nonselective media (–
LEU–TRP) to assess for interactions and spotting efficiency, re-
spectively (James et al. 1996).

Mismatch repair assays exploiting the synthetic-lethal inter-
action of pol3-01 and defective alleles of MSH2 were conducted a

plasmid shuffle assay as described previously (Tennen et al.
2013). In the strain background used in this analysis, the combi-
nation of the pol3-01 allele and a deletion of MSH2 (msh2D pol3-01)
is lethal at all temperatures and therefore allows for the detec-
tion of mild mismatch repair defects. However, it should be noted
that complete mismatch repair function is not required to sup-
press the lethality.

Immunoblot analysis
Approximately 3 � 107 cells were used to prepare protein extracts
(Ohashi et al. 1982; Amberg et al. 2005). Protein preparations to
preserve ubiquitinylated species were conducted as described
previously (Laney and Hochstrasser 2002). Samples were frac-
tionated on a 7% resolving gel using standard discontinuous SDS-
PAGE and immunoblotting techniques (Ausubel et al. 1989).
Immunoblotting was conducted according to the Amersham
ECLTM Western Blotting System (GE Healthcare Life Science,
Piscataway, NJ). The primary antibodies, monoclonal a-hemag-
glutinin, a-HA (12CA5, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), monoclonal a-
myc (Myc.A7, Thermo Scientific), monoclonal a-PGK (Invitrogen),
and polyclonal a-Kar2 (Rose Laboratory, Georgetown University)
were used at a 1:200, 1:1000, 1:5000, and 1:5000 dilution, respec-
tively. The a-mouse or a-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase (HRP)
conjugated secondary antibodies (GE Healthcare Life Sciences)
were used at a 1:2500 dilution. Band intensities of the target pro-
tein and the loading controls were directly quantified with a G:
BOX imaging system (Syngene) or with the densitometry function
of the open-source program ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012).

Turnover assays using the GAL10 inducible/
repressible promoter (PGAL10)
Cells expressing the PGAL10 fusions were grown to logarithmic
phase in synthetic medium with 2% raffinose (a carbon source
that neither represses nor induces expression). Cultures were di-
luted back to early logarithmic phase in the presence of synthetic
medium with 2% galactose and incubated for 3 h to induce syn-
thesis of MSH2 or the msh2 missense alleles. The cells were pel-
leted and resuspended in synthetic medium containing 2%
glucose to repress synthesis and maintained in logarithmic phase
with dilutions of fresh medium. At the indicated time points
(ranging from 0 to 6 h) 3 � 107 cells were pelleted, flash frozen in
liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80

�
C until processing for immuno-

blotting. When calculating turnover rates, corrections for cell di-
vision were conducted as described previously (Arlow et al. 2013).

Data and reagent availability
Strains and plasmids are available upon request. The authors af-
firm that all data necessary for confirming the conclusions of the
article are present within the article, figures, and tables.

Results
The levels of Msh6 and Msh2 are reciprocally
regulated, but Msh3 is not subject to the same
regulatory mechanism
We previously showed that the steady-state levels of Msh2 de-
crease in the absence of its heterodimer partner Msh6 and that
the stabilizing effect of Msh3 is minor compared to Msh6 (Hayes
et al. 2009). In that same study, imaging of fluorescently tagged
Msh6 and Msh3 suggested that Msh2 stabilized Msh6, but the
Msh2 stabilizing effect was less pronounced for Msh3 (Hayes et al.
2009). Our previous work mostly used epitope-tagged genes on
plasmids harbored in strains with deletions in the relevant
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mismatch repair genes. In this work, all three genes coding for
MutSa/b subunits were tagged with an identical myc epitope re-
peat at the endogenous chromosomal positions using the native
promoters. The fusions were determined to be functional for mis-
match repair (Haye and Gammie 2015). The relevant mismatch
repair loci were deleted within the tagged strains and protein lev-
els were measured by immunoblotting.

Strains with combinations of tagged MutS proteins are shown
in Figure 1A (lanes 1–3) to indicate the differences in molecular
weights of each subunit. In alignment with our previous results
(Haye and Gammie 2015), Figure 1A (lane 1) shows a Msh2: Msh6:
Msh3 ratio of 2:1:1, consistent with there being equal levels
MutSa (Msh6/Msh2) and MutSb (Msh3/Msh2) assuming all of the
proteins are in a complex. We also confirmed our previous results

Table 1 Strains used in this study

Name Genotype Source

MY14904a MATa MSH2-myc::KanMX MSH3-myc::KanMX MSH6-myc::KanMX ura3-1 his3-
11,15 leu2-3,112

Gammie Laboratory

MY14082a MATa MSH6-myc::KanMX MSH3-myc::KanMX ura3-1 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 Gammie Laboratory
MY10733 MATa MSH2-myc::KanMX ura3-1 leu2-3,112 can1-100 his3-11,15 rad5-5 bar1

POL2-3xHA::LEU2
Gammie Laboratory

MY14176a MATa MSH6-myc::KanMX msh2D::URA3 his3-11,15 trp1-1 Gammie Laboratory
MY13569a MATa MSH6-myc::KanMX msh3D::HphMX ade2-1 trp1-1 ura3-1 leu2-3,112 can1-

100 his3-11,15
Gammie Laboratory

MY12073a MATa MSH6-myc::KanMX ura3-1 leu2-3,112 can1-100 his3-11,15 Gammie Laboratory
MY14146a MATa MSH3-myc::KanMX msh2D:: URA3 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 trp1-1 Gammie Laboratory
MY13797a MATa MSH3-myc::KanMX msh6D::HphMX ura3-1 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 trp1-1

hom3-10 POL2-3xHA::LEU2
Gammie Laboratory

MY12328a MATa MSH3-myc::NatMX ade2-1 trp1-1 ura3-1 his3-11,15 hom3-10 Gammie Laboratory
MY12490a MATa MSH6-MYC::KanMX, msh2D::NatMX, his3-11,15, leu2-3,112 Gammie Laboratory
MY9691a MATa msh2D::URA3 his3-11,15 ade2-1 ura3-1 trp1-1 RAD5 CAN1 Gammie Laboratory
MY9682a MATa msh2D::URA3 msh6D::KanMX his3-11,15 ade2-1 ura3-1 trp1-1 RAD5 CAN1 Gammie Laboratory
PJ69-4A MATa trp1-901 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3D200 gal4D gal80D GAL2-ADE2

LYS2::GAL1-HIS3 met2::GAL7-lacZ
(James et al. 1996)

PJ69-4a MATa trp1-901 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 his3D200 gal4D gal80D GAL2-ADE2
LYS2::GAL1-HIS3 met2::GAL7-lacZ

(James et al. 1996)

MY12487 MATa pre1-1 pre2-2 ura3D5 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 msh6D::KanMX Gammie Laboratory
MY11625 MATa ura3D0 his3D1 leu2D0 lys2D0 msh6D::KanMX Gammie Laboratory
AGY1057 MATa pol3-01 msh2D::LEU2 leu2-3,112 his3D200 trp1-1 ura3-1 [MSH2-MYC::

KanMX6 URA3 CEN/ARS]
Arlow et al. (2013)

BY4742 MATa ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 lys2D0 Brachmann et al. (1998)
124-F-8 MATa hpa2D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
124-A-3 MATa hat1D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
133-A-5 MATa sas2D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
125-H-9 MATa sas3D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
123-C-8 MATa elp3D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
101-F-10 MATa rtt109D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
150-A-11 MATa gcn5D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
140-G-7 MATa hda1D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
133-D-12 MATa hos1D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
109-C-10 MATa hos3D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
143-F-10 MATa set3D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
122-E-3 MATa hos2D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
121-D-1 MATa rpd3D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
108-A-2 MATa hst1D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
123-H-6 MATa hst2D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
106-A-7 MATa hst3D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
120-H-12 MATa hst4D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
146-F-3 MATa sir2D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
MY12064a MATa msh2D::URA3 leu2-3,112 ade2-1 trp1-1 ura3-1 his3-11,15 hom3-10 Gammie Laboratory
MY12336a MATa msh2D::URA3 san1D::NatMX leu2-3,112 ade2-1 trp1-1 ura3-1 his3-11,15

hom3-10
Gammie Laboratory

AGY227 MATa his3-11,15 ade2-1 ura3-1 trp1-1 leu2-3,112 RAD5 CAN1 Gammie Laboratory
MY11719b MATa pre1-1 pre2-2 ura3D5 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 Heinemeyer et al. (1993)
171-E-12 MATa not3D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
139-F-6 MATa not4D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
171-D-7 MATa not5D::KanMX lys2D0 ura3D0 leu2D0 his3D1 Brachmann et al. (1998)
MY12379a MATa msh2D::URA3 msh6D::KanMX san1D::NatMX his3-11,15 ura3-1 ade2-1

trp1-1 leu2-3,112
Gammie Laboratory

MY14638a MATa msh2D::URA3 msh6D::KanMX not4D::NatMX his3-11,15 ade2-1 ura3-1
trp1-1 RAD5 CAN1

Gammie Laboratory

MY14976a MATa msh2D::URA3 msh6D::KanMX gcn5D::HphMX his3-11,15 ade2-1 ura3-1
trp1-1 RAD5 CAN1

Gammie Laboratory

MY15204a MATa msh2D::URA3 msh6D::KanMX gcn5D::HphMX not4D::NatMX his3-11,15
ade2-1 ura3-1 trp1-1 RAD5 CAN1

Gammie Laboratory

a W303 strains. Confirmed to be wild-type at the RAD5 locus by PCR and at the CAN1 locus by canavanine resistance assays.
b Strain obtained from Kiran Madura, UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School.
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Table 2 Plasmids used in this study

Laboratory
strain
number

Plasmid name Relevant markers Source

AG17 pMSH2 MSH2-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
pRS413 HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Sikorski and Hieter (1989)

AG122 pGAL-MSH2 PGAL10-MSH2-HA 2m HIS3 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
pRS423 2m HIS3 ampr Sikorski and Hieter (1989)

AG86 pMSH2-D524Y msh2-D524Y-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG375 pMSH2-E194G msh2-E194G-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG207 pMSH2-C195R msh2-C195R-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG495 pMSH2-C195Y msh2-C195Y-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG486 pMSH2-L183P msh2-L183P-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG507 pMSH2-C345F msh2-C345F-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG208 pMSH2-C345R msh2-C345R-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG209 pMSH2-C345Y msh2-C345Y-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG418 pMSH2-G350R msh2-G350R-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG417 pMSH2-T347I msh2-T347I-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG421 pMSH2-A618V msh2-A618V-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG497 pMSH2-D621G msh2-D621G-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG422 pMSH2-D621N msh2-D621N-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG419 pMSH2-R371S msh2-R371S-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG461 pMSH2-G711D msh2-G711D-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG239 pMSH2-G711R msh2-G711R-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG31 pMSH2-P640L msh2-P640L-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG487 pMSH2-P640T msh2-P640T-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG93 pMSH2-C716F msh2-C716F-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG211 pMSH2-C716R msh2-C716R-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG420 pMSH2-L521P msh2-L521P-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG496 pMSH2-R542L msh2-R542L-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG29 pMSH2-R542P msh2-R542P-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG124 pGBD-MSH2 GBD-MSH2-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)

pGBD-C2 GBD TRP1 2m ampr James et al. (1996)
AG113 pGAD-MSH6 GAD-MSH6 LEU2 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG378 pGBD-MSH2-E194G GBD-msh2-E194G-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG234 pGBD-MSH2-C195R GBD-msh2-C195R-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG504 pGBD-MSH2-C195Y GBD-msh2-C195Y-HA TRP1 2m ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG491 pGBD-MSH2-L183P GBD-msh2-L183P-HA TRP1 2m ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG518 pGBD-MSH2-C345F GBD-msh2-C345F-HA TRP1 2m ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG235 pGBD-MSH2-C345R GBD-msh2-C345R-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG236 pGBD-MSH2-C345Y GBD-msh2-C345Y-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG433 pGBD-MSH2-G350R GBD-msh2-G350R-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG432 pGBD-MSH2-T347I GBD-msh2-T347I-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG448 pGBD-MSH2-A618V GBD-msh2-A618V-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG501 pGBD-MSH2-D621G GBD-msh2-D621G-HA TRP1 2m ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG449 pGBD-MSH2-D621N GBD-msh2-D621N-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG446 pGBD-MSH2-R371S GBD-msh2-R371S-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG456 pGBD-MSH2-G711D GBD-msh2-G711D-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG265 pGBD-MSH2-G711R GBD-msh2-G711R-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG135 pGBD-MSH2-P640L GBD-msh2-P640L-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG492 pGBD-MSH2-P640T GBD-msh2-P640T-HA TRP1 2m ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG141 pGBD-MSH2-C716F GBD-msh2-C716F-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG215 pGBD-MSH2-C716R GBD-msh2-C716R-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG447 pGBD-MSH2-L521P GBD-msh2-L521P-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG130 pGBD-MSH2-D524Y GBD-msh2-D524Y-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
AG500 pGBD-MSH2-R542L GBD-msh2-R542L-HA TRP1 2m ampr Arlow et al. (2013)
AG132 pGBD-MSH2-R542P GBD-msh2-R542P-HA TRP1 2m ampr Gammie et al. (2007)
MR5893 pMSH2-K65A MSH2-K65A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5904 pMSH2-K75A MSH2-K75A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5894 pMSH2-K96A MSH2-K96A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5905 pMSH2-K193A MSH2-K193A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5895 pMSH2-K404A MSH2-K404A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5896 pMSH2-K405A MSH2-K405A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5897 pMSH2-K549A MSH2-K549A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5898 pMSH2-K555A MSH2-K555A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5899 pMSH2-K564K msh2-K564K-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5900 pMSH2-K873A MSH2-K873A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
MR5901 pMSH2-K875A MSH2-K875A-HA HIS3 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr Gammie Laboratory
AG569 pGAD-SAN1-C279S GAD- san1-C279S LEU2 2m ampr (Arlow et al. 2013)
AG342 pGAL-MSH2-R542P PGAL10-msh2-R542P-HA 2m HIS3 ampr (Gammie et al. 2007)

pRS415 LEU2 CEN6 ARSH4 ampr (Sikorski and Hieter 1989)
MR5919 pMSH6-MYC MSH6-myc CEN6 ARSH4 LEU2 ampr Gammie Laboratory
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based on fluorescence microscopy (Hayes et al. 2009) that the ab-
sence of Msh2 decreases Msh6 levels (Figure 1A, lanes 4 and 6),
but does not significantly influence Msh3 levels (Figure 1A, lanes
7 and 9).

It is of interest that deleting Msh6 did not significantly stabi-
lize Msh3 (Figure 1A, lanes 7 and 8) and deleting Msh3 did not sig-
nificantly stabilize Msh6 (Figure 1A, lanes 4 and 5) as one might
expect if more monomeric Msh2 was available for dimerization
in the absence of the other competing subunit. At most, the in-
crease is �15% in the absence of the competing subunit (Figure 1,
A and B, compare lane 5 to 6 and lane 8 to 9); however, we rea-
soned that the effects may be too small to capture under wild-
type conditions. Alternatively, Msh6 levels might be the limiting

factor for MutSa dimerization, or other regulatory factors may
dictate the pool of subunits available for dimerization.

To test whether overexpression of Msh2 might allow for better
detection of the effect, we used a strain that has a deletion of the
MSH2 gene as well as a chromosomally encoded, myc-epitope-
tagged version of Msh6. The strain also expressed wild-type Msh2
from the endogenous promoter on a low copy centromeric plas-
mid or from an inducible promoter on a high-copy plasmid.
Finally, the strain with an empty vector was analyzed as a control
for a strain lacking Msh2. We confirmed that without Msh2,
Msh6 levels dropped to roughly 50% (Figure 1, C and D, compare
WT and msh2D) and overexpression of wild-type Msh2 resulted in
a modest �20% increase of Msh6 over endogenous levels
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Figure 1 Levels of Msh6, but not Msh3, are influenced by Msh2. (A) Chromosomally tagged Msh6 and Msh3 proteins display differential regulation in
the absence of Msh2. Cultures grown to mid-exponential phase were processed and immunoblotted with a-myc antibodies for Msh2-myc, Msh3-myc,
and Msh6-myc, and a-Kar2 for the loading control. Lanes 1-3 show the relative migration position and levels of Msh6, Msh3, or Msh2 expressed from
stains where the proteins are identically tagged with the myc epitope, singly or in combinations (lanes 1-3, tagged protein indicated above the lanes
with asterisks). Msh6-myc (lanes 4-6) and Msh3-myc (lanes 7-8) proteins were expressed in the absence of Msh2 (2D), Msh3 (3D) or Msh6 (6D), or in wild-
type (WT) strain backgrounds. (B) Band intensities from Panel A of Msh6-myc and Msh3-myc were normalized to the loading controls using ImageJ and
graphed as the percentage of each protein expressed in the WT strain (%WT). Lane numbers from Panel A are shown for reference. Error bars represent
the stand error. (C) Msh6 levels are controlled by the abundance of Msh2. A strain with a chromosomally myc tagged MSH6 (MSH6-myc) and with a
deletion in MSH2 (msh2D MSH6-myc) harbored plasmids expressing wild-type MSH2-HA from the endogenous promoter on a low copy, centromere-
based plasmid (pCEN or WT), or overexpressed from an inducible GAL10 promoter on a high-copy, 2 l plasmid (p2l-GAL or OE). As a comparison, no
Msh2 was expressed in the msh2D MSH6-myc strain with a plasmid vector (VEC, or 2D). The cells were grown to exponential phase in 2% galactose.
Msh6-myc, Msh2-HA, and the PGK loading control were detected by a-myc, a-HA, and a-PGK, respectively. (D) Band intensities from Panel C of
Msh6-myc and Msh2-HA were normalized to the loading controls using ImageJ and graphed as the percentage of each protein expressed in the WT
strain described in Panel C. Error bars represent the stand error.
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(Figure 1, C and D, compare WT and overexpressed, OE). This

data supports the model that levels of Msh2 and Msh6 are stabi-

lized by dimerization and that overexpression of Msh2 can ele-

vate the levels of Msh6 to a certain extent (�20%).

Unstable missense variants of Msh2 that fail to
interact with Msh6 are not further destabilized
when Msh6 is absent
To further support the dimerization stabilization hypothesis, we

examined unstable Msh2 missense variants’ steady-state levels

with and without Msh6 present. We reasoned that if a Msh2 mis-

sense variant can interact with Msh6 and be stabilized, then we

would expect lower protein levels in a strain lacking MSH6.

Conversely, if the Msh2 missense variant cannot interact with

Msh6, then the presence or absence of Msh6 should have no ef-

fect on the variant’s protein level. The results revealed that Msh2

variants capable of interacting with Msh6 show a reduction

in levels in the absence of Msh6; whereas, the Msh2 variants

that fail to interact with Msh6 did not display a difference in

levels in the presence or absence of Msh6 (Table 3, examples in

Figures 2, A–C).
Because Msh6 improves the stability of Msh2, we predicted

that the variants that could interact with Msh6 would have both

a higher steady-state level and a slower rate of turnover if Msh6

was present in the cell. The graph in Figure 2D shows that the

ability of Msh2 missense variants to interact with Msh6 is corre-

lated with slower turnover rates (Arlow et al. 2013) and higher

steady-state levels (Gammie et al. 2007), with one exception

Msh2R542P, a variant we will address later in this manuscript. In

summary, in the presence of Msh6, unstable Msh2 missense var-

iants capable of forming a heterodimer are stabilized and those

that fail to interact are not stabilized, further strengthening the

dimer stabilization hypothesis.

Wild-type Msh2 is turned over at a faster rate in
the absence of Msh6 via the ubiquitin-
proteasome pathway
To quantify the degree to which the absence of Msh6 destabil-
izes Msh2, we measured the turnover rate of Msh2 in the pres-
ence and absence of Msh6 using the GAL10 inducible/repressible
promoter. Exponentially growing glucose starved cells were ex-
posed to galactose to express wild-type Msh2 in the presence
and absence of MSH6. The cells were then grown in glucose to
repress synthesis and kept in exponential phase throughout the
experiments by diluting the cultures with fresh medium.
Samples were taken over time after repression and protein im-
munoblotting experiments were performed. Because the turn-
over kinetics might be altered because of the overexpression
conditions, we do not draw any conclusions about the absolute
rates of turnover, rather we use this system to determine
whether there is a difference in the presence or absence of
Msh6. Figure 3A shows that Msh2 is degraded significantly
faster in the absence of Msh6.

Our previous work with unstable Msh2 variants showed that
the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway was involved in the acceler-
ated post-translational turnover (Arlow et al. 2013). In this
work, we tested whether wild-type Msh2, in the absence of
Msh6, is also degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway.
Given that the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway is upregulated in
stationary phase (De Virgilio 2012), we examined whether the
destabilization of Msh2 in the absence of Msh6 is more pro-
nounced in stationary phase (Figure 3B). The data are consis-
tent with the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway playing a role in
the regulation.

We sought to determine whether Msh2 is ubiquitinated by
detecting high molecular weight forms of the protein, a hallmark
of poly-ubiquitination. High molecular weight poly-ubiquitinated
proteins are often difficult to detect because of their instability.

Table 3 Missense substitutions causing increased turnover of Msh2 and their ability to interact with Msh6

Cluster location (domains)a Yeast position Mismatch repairb Interaction with Msh6b Levels lowered in absence
of Msh6

Wild-type þ þþ þþ
Connector/levers (2/3) E194G þþ/– þþ þþ

C195R – – –
C195Y – – –
L183P – – –
C345F – – –
C345R – – –
C345Y – – –

Levers/ATPase (3/5) G350R – – –
T347I þþ/– þþ þþ
A618V – þ þþ
D621G – – –
D621N – – –
R371S – – –
G711D – – –
G711R – – –

Levers/ATPase (3/5) P640L – – –
P640T – – –
C716F – – –
C716R – – –

Clamp/levers (3/4) L521P – þþ þþ
D524Y – þ þþ
R542L – þþ þþ
R542P – þþ þþ

a Domains correspond to the human MutSa structure (Warren et al. 2007).
b The mismatch repair defects and interactions with Msh6 for most of the variants were first described in our previous publications (Gammie et al. 2007; Arlow

et al. 2013).
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To favor the conditions for observing these species, we overex-

pressed MSH2 using the inducible GAL10 promoter and pre-

pared protein extracts in the presence of N-Ethylmaleimide to

decrease de-ubiquitination (Laney and Hochstrasser 2002) and

under these conditions, we observed high molecular weight

species of Msh2 (Figure 3C), consistent with polyubiquitina-

tion.
To verify that the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway controls

wild-type Msh2 levels in the absence of Msh6, Msh2 turnover

rates were measured in a strain lacking MSH6 and with muta-

tions in the proteasome (pre2-2 pre1-1). The turnover was com-

pared to a strain lacking MSH6 with the proteasome intact. The

turnover experiments revealed that the levels of wild-type Msh2

in the absence of Msh6 were stabilized in proteasome-defective

mutant cells compared to conditions where the proteasome

was functional (Figure 3, D and E). Taken together, the data pro-

vide evidence that in the absence of Msh6, wild-type Msh2 is

degraded at a higher rate and the degradation is mediated by

the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway.

Mutagenesis of certain lysines on the surface of
the dimer interface partially stabilize Msh2 in the
absence of Msh6
Given that ubiquitin moieties are covalently ligated to lysine resi-
dues (Jariel-Encontre et al. 2008), we hypothesized the monomeric
Msh2 protein is susceptible to degradation by exposing lysine res-
idues or a ubiquitin ligase docking site otherwise concealed
within the heterodimer interface as has been observed in other
systems (Keppler and Archer 2010). We tested whether amino
acid substitutions of lysine residues with alanine would inhibit
ubiquitin-mediated degradation and increase Msh2 levels in the
absence of Msh6. We used the Msh2 sequences from yeast and
humans in conjunction with the MutSa structure bound to mis-
matched DNA (Warren et al. 2007) to identify conserved, surface-
exposed lysines that are likely to be masked upon formation of
the heterodimer. We substituted 11 potential single target lysine
residues with alanines (K>A) and confirmed by DNA mismatch
repair assays that the K>A variants suppressed the synthetic le-
thality to the same extent as the wild-type protein except for
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Figure 2 Unstable missense variants of Msh2 that fail to interact with Msh6 are not further destabilized in its absence. (A) Representative examples
of the steady-state levels of Msh2 missense variants in the presence and absence of Msh6. Indicated HA-tagged missense variants (msh2-T743I, msh2-
L521P, msh2-E194G, msh2-C345F, msh2-G711D, and msh2-C716F shown) were expressed in msh2D (þ) or msh2Dmsh6D (–) and examined by
immunoblotting. The variants that interact or do not interact with Msh6 are indicated. (B) Band intensities of Msh2 and the Msh2 variant proteins
were normalized to the loading controls from Panel A using the densitometry function of the open source program ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012) and
graphed as the percentage of the Msh2 or variant Msh2 proteins expressed in the absence of Msh6 to the level expressed in the presence of Msh6 (–/
þ). Error bars represent the standard error. (C) Representative examples of Msh6 interactions with wild-type Msh2 and the unstable Msh2 variants.
Yeast 2-hybrid strain PJ69-4A was transformed with pGBD-MSH2, pGBD-C2 (no Msh2), and all the pGBD-MSH2 low level variant plasmids including
pGBD-MSH2-E194G and pGBD-MSH2-C345F shown in the figure. Yeast 2-hybrid strain PJ69-4a was transformed with pGAD-MSH6. Diploids were
formed and selected for growth on medium lacking leucine and tryptophan (–LEU–TRP) and on selective medium also lacking histidine (–LEU–TRP–
HIS) for the yeast 2-hybrid interaction. (C) Low level variants that do not interact with Msh6 are less stable than those that do interact with Msh6.
The plot shows the steady-state levels of wild-type Msh2 (WT) and the unstable Msh2 variants as a percentage of wild-type verses the turnover rate.
The turnover rates were calculated by normalizing densitometry scanned values to the zero-time point, plotting the normalized values on a log
scale, and taking the average of the negative log slope. The steady-state data for most of the Msh2 variants and turnover rates were reported
previously (Arlow et al. 2013). Msh2 and Msh2 missense variants that interact with Msh6 are indicated with a box around the data point. The
Msh2R542P (R542P) outlier is indicated.
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Msh2K564A (Table 4 and Figure 4A). We examined the single K>A
mutant protein levels in strains in the presence and absence of
MSH6 (Table 4) and identified four K>A substitutions that repro-
ducibly increase the steady-state levels of Msh2 in the absence of
Msh6 (see Figure 4B as an example). The stabilizing substitutions
were in domain 5 at position K873 and K875 as well as in domain
3 at positions K404 and K405 (Table 4 and Figure 4C).
Interestingly, domains 3 and 5 remain folded in a stable confor-
mation in the MutS dimer in bacteria even in the absence of DNA
binding; whereas domains 1, 2, and 4 are not sufficiently struc-
tured to analyze by crystallography (Obmolova et al. 2000). These
data are consistent with the conclusion that certain lysines on
Msh2 found within the stable portion of the dimer interface are
targets for modification in the absence of Msh6.

Although ubiquitination is one potential form of modification,
other regulatory modulators remained a possibility, including
acetylation. In fact, human Msh2 lysines K845 and K847 corre-
sponding to yeast Msh2 K873 and K875 identified above as medi-
ating the stabilizing effect of Msh6 are targeted by HDAC6 for
deacetylation and ubiquitination (Zhang et al. 2014).

The Gcn5 acetyltransferase mediates Msh2
turnover potentially through acetylation of Msh6
To address whether acetylation might be mediating the regula-
tion, we analyzed a panel of strains lacking acetylases and deace-
tylases for their ability to control Msh2 levels (Figure 5A). A
deletion of the histone acetyltransferase GCN5 (gcn5D) had the
largest effect on Msh2 steady-state levels. Using a promoter shut-
off assay described above, we determined the turnover rate of
Msh2 in the presence and absence of Gcn5 (Figure 5B). Because
gcn5D cells have a growth defect (Figure 5C), the Msh2 levels were
normalized to cell growth (Figure 5D). Taken together, we estab-
lished that gcn5D enhanced the turnover of Msh2. Proteomic
acetylating studies determined that Msh6 is acetylated at the
N-terminal region (Figure 5E) and that deletion of GCN5 results in
at least a 10-fold decrease in the acetylation of Msh6 (Downey
et al. 2015). It is of interest that Msh3 was also identified as an
acetylated protein in that same proteomic analysis in strains
lacking several deacetylases; however, it was not identified as a
significant target of Gcn5 (Downey et al. 2015). Finally, Msh2 was
not identified in the analysis (Downey et al. 2015). Taken together,
the data suggest that Gcn5 acetylation plays a role in the turn-
over of Msh2 potentially through Msh6. As GCN5 is an acetyl-
transferase and in other processes functions in a higher complex
with ubiquitin ligase (Mao et al. 2009), we sought to identify the
potential ubiquitin ligase that controls wild-type MutSa levels.

The Not4 ubiquitin ligase controls wild-type and
certain Msh2 variant levels depending on partial
mismatch repair function and dimerization and
the control is dependent upon the presence of
Gcn5
Given that wild-type Msh2 is targeted by the ubiquitin-
proteasome pathway in the absence of Msh6, we sought to
identify potential ligases. Previously, we showed that clinically
significant low-level Msh2 missense variants are degraded by the
proteasome pathway via the San1 ubiquitin ligase, a protein that
targets misfolded nuclear proteins. However, as would be
expected, properly folded wild-type Msh2 is not a target of San1
(Arlow et al. 2013). To find the ligase for wild-type Msh2, we
deployed a missense variant Msh2R542P, the only Msh2 low-level
variant that is also not regulated by San1 and therefore more
likely to be folded properly. Data shown in Figure 6 illustrates our
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Figure 3 Wild-type Msh2 is degraded more rapidly in the absence of
Msh6 via the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. Indicated msh2D (2D) or
msh2Dmsh6D (2D6D) cells bearing the vector pRS413 (VEC), a centromere-
based plasmid encoding MSH2-HA (pCEN-MSH2-HA), or a high-copy
plasmid expressing MSH2 under GAL promoter (p2l-GAL-MSH2-HA) were
grown to exponential phase. Protein extracts of �3 � 107 cells were
subjected to chemiluminescence immunoblotting methods to detect
Msh2 with a-HA and a loading control (PGK) with a-PGK. (A) Msh2 has an
increased turnover rate in the absence of Msh6. Indicated cells carrying
p2l-GAL-MSH2-HA were grown to exponential phase in medium
containing 2% raffinose. MSH2 expression was induced with 2%
galactose and repressed with 2% glucose (zero-time point) and time
points were taken as described in Materials & Methods. The graph
represents the average of three experiments. The data were normalized
to the zero-time point. The error bars are the standard error of the mean.
(B) The stabilizing effect of Msh6 on Msh2 is more pronounced when
cultures become saturated. Strains that were wild-type (þ) or lacking
Msh6 (–) were grown in synthetic medium to an optical density at
600 nm (OD600) of 0.6 representing logarithmic phase (log) or until the
cultures saturated in stationary phase (sat) at an OD600 of 1.6. Samples
were prepared for immunoblotting to detect Msh2 and the PGK loading
control. Band intensities of Msh2 were normalized to the loading
controls using ImageJ and shown below the immunoblot images as the
percentage Msh2 expressed in the presence of Msh6 during logarithmic
phase. (C) High molecular weight species of wild-type Msh2 are observed
when Msh2 is overexpressed. Indicated cells were grown to exponential
phase in 2% galactose to overexpress MSH2. High molecular weight
Msh2-HA species are indicated with a square bracket. (D) Genetic
inhibition of the proteasome stabilizes monomeric Msh2. A strain with
an MSH6 deletion (msh6D) and temperature sensitive mutations in genes
for the 20S proteasome (pre1-1 pre2-2) and a msh6D strain with a wild-
type proteasome (PRE2 PRE1) harbored p2l-GAL-MSH2-HA and were
grown to early exponential phase at 30�C in galactose containing
medium. The cells were shifted to 37�C for additional 30 min to
deactivate the proteasome in the proteasome mutant strain, and then
2% Glucose was added to repress MSH2 (zero-time point, 0 h). Time
points at 2 and 4 h were taken at the indicated time after repression. (E)
Band intensities of Msh2 from Panel D were normalized to the loading
controls using ImageJ and graphed on a log scale as the percentage Msh2
expressed at 0 h for the strains with a wild-type proteasome (WT) or a
defective proteasome (pre1 pre2) over the 0, 2, and 4 h time points.
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previous findings (Arlow et al. 2013) that unlike other low-level
variants (e.g., Msh2D524Y), Msh2R542P is similar to wild-type Msh2.
Msh2R542P failed to be stabilized in the absence of SAN1
(Figure 6A) and did not interact with a San1 variant (San1C279S)
known to prolong substrate-ligase interactions (Figure 6B). We
reasoned that Msh2R542P might be targeted by the same ligase as
wild-type Msh2 and could be useful to identify the potential

ubiquitin ligase in a screen of ubiquitin ligase deletion strains.
The advantage of using this variant is that the restoration of lev-
els phenotype would not require deleting MSH6 in the ligase mu-
tant strains as would need to be done for wild-type Msh2.

We verified that Msh2R542P is turned over by a mechanism
similar to wild-type Msh2 using turnover assays in proteasome
defective and wild-type strains (Figure 6C). The data confirmed

Table 4 Phenotypes of lysine substitutions in the dimer interface

yMsh2 lysine substitution hMsh2 lysine position Domain in hMutSaa Rescues msh2
D pol3-01 lethality

Stabilized in msh6
D (n¼4)

None þ –
K65A K65 1 þ –
K75A K73 1 þ –
K96A K90 1 þ –
K193A K197 2 þ –
K404A K392 3 þ –/þ
K405A K393 3 þ –/þ
K549A K531 4 þ –
K555A K537 4 þ –
K564A K546 4 – –
K873A K845 5 þ þ
K875A K847 5 þ þ

a Domains correspond to the human MutSa structure (Warren et al. 2007).
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the presence (2D) and absence of Msh6 (2D6D). The proteins were detected as described in Figure 1A. Band intensities were normalized to the loading
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lysines. The potential lysine targets (yellow) are labeled with the yeast and human codon numbers in the images with just Msh2. Images were made
with Swiss PDB Viewer (Guex et al. 1999) and Persistence of Vision Raytracer (Version 3.6) retrieved from http://www.povray.org/download/.
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that Msh2R542P is also regulated by the ubiquitin-proteasome
pathway. To identify the ubiquitin ligase targeting Msh2R542P (and
potentially wild-type Msh2) we screened a collection of strains
with deletions in the ubiquitin ligase genes. We transformed the
ligase deletion strains with a construct expressing the msh2-

R542P allele on a low-copy, centromere-based plasmid and exam-
ined the steady-state levels of the Msh2R542P variant compared to
the levels in the wild-type control. We found that in the absence
of NOT4 (not4D), levels of Msh2R542P were stabilized from �14% to
�50% of wild-type Msh2 levels (Figure 6D). Not4 has been shown
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to work in concert with Not3 and Not5 (Collart et al. 2013).
Because Msh2R542P was not stabilized in strains deleted for NOT3
(not3D) or NOT5 (not5D) (Figure 6D), we concluded that Not4 is act-
ing independently of Not3/Not5 to target Msh2R542P for degrada-
tion.

To determine whether Not4 acts exclusively on the Msh2R542P

variant, we tested wild-type Msh2 and the entire panel of low-
level variants (Figure 7A). We find that wild-type Msh2 and most
of the variants are slightly stabilized (�2-fold) by deleting NOT4;
however, certain low-level variants are stabilized to near wild-
type levels (�2- to 13-fold). Although these stabilized variants do
not fall into a single category, most have either (1) some residual
mismatch repair function at low copy, (2) the ability to interact
with Msh6, or (3) display an overexpression rescue phenotype
(Figure 7B). These data suggest that deleting Not4 from the cell
allows for stabilization of Msh2 and Msh2 low-level variants with
partial activity.

We next determined whether Not4 acted on the wild-type
monomer in the absence of Msh6. The controls show that wild-
type Msh2 is turned over in the absence of Msh6 and the levels
are restored if MSH6 is supplied on a centromere-based plasmid
(Figure 7C); however, as expected from our previous work (Arlow
et al. 2013), this effect is not reversed if the San1 is deleted from
the cells (Figure 7C). Likewise, the decrease in Msh2 levels in the
absence of Msh6 is not alleviated by deleting NOT4 (Figure 7C).
These data confirm that the characteristic decrease in levels of
wild-type Msh2 in the absence of Msh6 is not eliminated by delet-
ing either SAN1 or NOT4; however, deleting Not4 does cause an
overall increase in Msh2 levels. Interestingly, when GCN5 is de-
leted the stabilizing effect of Msh6 and the NOT4 deletion is lost
(Figure 7D). Taken together, the data suggest that Msh2 and cer-
tain Msh2 variants with partial functioning are targeted for deg-
radation by Not4 and that the turnover is dependent upon
acetylation by Gcn5. The most straightforward interpretation of
the data is that acetylation of Msh6 by Gcn5 enhances dimer for-
mation, as is the case in other systems (Yuan et al. 2005; Zhang
et al. 2020) and that dimer formation is a prerequisite for serving
as a target for Not4.

Discussion
Conservation of mismatch repair includes
regulatory mechanisms
In this work, we provide evidence for a dimer stabilization mech-
anism to control the levels of the MutSa subunits, but not MutSb,
and show that the process is mediated by acetylation and ubiqui-
tination. Interestingly, in human cells where MutSa is the major
complex, the levels of hMsh6 are not detectable in the absence of
hMsh2 and this relationship is used to assess mismatch repair
status of tumor samples (Hall et al. 2010). Furthermore, human
MutSa is also regulated by ubiquitination and acetylation
(Hernandez-Pigeon et al. 2004; Hernandez-Pigeon et al. 2005;
Zhang et al. 2014; Piekna-Przybylska et al. 2016). These findings
underscore the conservation of function, structure, and regula-
tion of mismatch repair proteins from yeast to humans.

Yeast MutSa, but not MutSb, is reciprocally
regulated during normal cell growth
The components of the mismatch recognition complex must
be appropriately regulated and translocated to the nucleus to
meet the needs of the cell during replication, recombination
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and in response to DNA damage. The reciprocal subunit regula-
tion of MutSa, but not of MutSb, could reflect the needs of the
cell to maintain genome fidelity under a variety of conditions.
During replication, the frequencies of the different types of mis-
matches are likely to occur at a relatively constant level, deter-
mined by the intrinsic error rate of the DNA polymerases
(Lujan et al. 2012). However, MutSa also recognizes certain mis-
pairings caused by lesions formed during oxidative stress

(Bridge et al. 2014). We speculate that MutSa levels need to be
responsive to environmental changes contributing to the gener-
ation of reactive oxygen species, whereas, MutSb requirements
would be more constant. Along these lines, it is of interest that
MSH6 is induced over 10-fold upon re-oxygenation after anaero-
bic growth (Lai et al. 2006). Thus, the observed reciprocal regula-
tion of MutSa, but not MutSb, is potentially understandable in
the context of being responsive to oxidative stress.
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The regulation of the MutSa/b subunits in this work was ex-
amined during normal cell growth conditions where detecting
mismatches during replication is the primary role for these pro-
teins. It would be of interest to see if the regulation changes un-
der DNA damaging conditions or during meiosis when
recombination is occurring at a higher rate.

Dimer stabilization could contribute to fitness
and ensure essential repair proteins are in
balance
Several hypotheses could account for the dimer stabilization reg-
ulatory mechanism. For example, it is possible that free mono-
mers are cleared from the cell because it is energetically
favorable. In this model, excess monomers are cleared when cells
are not generating mismatches to recycle resources. In support of
this, we found that the stabilizing effect of Msh6 on Msh2 was
particularly important as cells exited exponential phase and
reached saturation. Moreover, the ubiquitin pathway is up-
regulated upon entering stationary phase (Fujimuro et al. 1998)
and it has been suggested that the regulation of the ubiquitin-
proteasome pathway in early and late stationary phase is impor-
tant for fitness (discussed in De Virgilio 2012). Additionally, the
regulatory mechanisms controlling Msh6 and Msh2 levels may
reflect the need to keep the stoichiometry of repair proteins in
balance. For example, excess Msh2 or Msh6 might titrate other
proteins important for maintaining genome integrity. Using ge-
netic and biochemical approaches, the stoichiometry of mis-
match repair proteins was previously shown to be important for
the fidelity of the genome. Specifically, both haplo-insufficiency
and increased dosage, of certain mismatch repair genes result in
defects in mismatch repair (Drotschmann et al. 1999;
Shcherbakova and Kunkel 1999; Drotschmann et al. 2000;
Shcherbakova et al. 2001).

A proposed novel role for Not4 in targeting
mismatch repair proteins after surveillance and
repair
In this work we show that Msh2 and Msh2 variants with full or
partial function are targeted by the Not4 ubiquitin ligase, repre-
senting a novel role for this protein; however, it has been shown
previously, that Ubc4 and Not4 regulate steady-state levels of
DNA polymerase-a to promote efficient and accurate DNA repli-
cation (Haworth et al. 2010). Although the precise role that Not4
plays in regulating mismatch repair is not known, we hypothe-
size that Not4 acts to clear mismatch repair proteins from DNA,
potentially after surveillance and repair is completed.

The role of Not4 was discovered by looking for ubiquitin ligase
deletion alleles that stabilize the Msh2R542P variant. This arginine
to proline substitution variant, Msh2R542P, is unstable and causes
a severe mismatch repair defect (Gammie et al. 2007). The amino
acid substitution (R524P in humans) is in domain 4, known as the
connector domain in the human MutSa heterodimer (Warren
et al. 2007). In the wild-type protein, the positively charged R524
forms a hydrogen bond with the negatively charged mismatched
DNA phosphodiester backbone (Warren et al. 2007). The proline
substitution changes the charge and is likely to alter the interac-
tion with the mismatched DNA. Because Msh2R542P is not stabi-
lized in the absence of San1, we conclude that the variant does
not display significant misfolding. Our previous work showed
that the Msh2R542P variant is able to complex with Msh6 (Gammie
et al. 2007) and that it is found in the nucleus (data not shown).
We hypothesize that the variant may stabilize one of the confor-
mations that MutS has been shown to form when associated

with DNA (Qiu et al. 2012) and that this form is targeted for degra-
dation by Not4. In support of this conclusion, the deletion of Not4
stabilized wild-type Msh2 and unstable Msh2 variants that had
partial function, whereas Msh2 variants that had no detectable
function were not stabilized in the absence of Not4. If the model
that acetylation is a regulatory signal for MutS heterodimer for-
mation is correct, then it would explain why Gcn5 acetylation is
required to see the effects of deleting Not4, as Not4 appears to
act on functional Msh2 and Msh2 variants. Future studies are re-
quired to reveal the role of Not4 in mismatch repair regulation.
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